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Put a condensate in a trap.  

Release the trap,  
come back at much later time. 

What do you expect?

wave function  
at t=0



wave function  
at t=0

wave function  
at t ≫ 1

atomic density

Billy et al, Nature 453 (2008)

If the potential is random:

data collected in Florence (at LENS)!

Roati et al, Nature 453 (2008)

and in Paris, too:

[in a nutshell: looking at , can guess where particle was at ]t ≫ 1 t = 0



1. What does out-of-equilibrium mean in MBL? 
2. What would equilibrium even mean, actually? 

3. How disorder generates localization?  
4. How can we understand everything in a unified framework? 

5. Why challenging & why worth the effort?

Part I: MBL in 5 questions

Part II: analytical arguments for localization 

What:

How: 

Why: 

• Decay rates of local excitations: a functional order parameter 
• Anderson’s reasoning: resummed pert. theory & its convergence 
• If time: Many-body case, diagramamtics & integrals of motion

References & material:  https://mycore.core-cloud.net/index.php/s/h1N9JQoE4oKqeNq 



[what] 

What does “out-of-equilibrium” mean in MBL?



Many-Body Localized (MBL) systems are  
thermodynamically-large systems of locally-interacting d.o.f.  

(spins, cold atoms, qbits, electrons…)  
in quenched disorder & evolving with unitary dynamics,  

that remain permanently and robustly Out-Of-Equilibrium (OOE)  
because transport at large lengthscale is suppressed:  

they “dephase without dissipating”. 
 

A tentative definition:
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Schreiber et al, Science 349 (2015) 

(ii) Let it evolve with . Measure Imbalance  IU(t) = e−itHMB =
2
L

L

∑
i=1

(−1)i ⟨ψ0 |ni(t) ψ0⟩

HMB = ∑
i

Δϵini + ∑
⟨i, j⟩

J (c†
i cj + c†

j ci) + U ninj

memory!

(i) initialize system in a state  with well-defined local structure |ψ0⟩
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increasing interactions

Bardarson et al, PRL 109 (2012)
De Chiara et al, J.Stat Mech (2005)

 product state|ψ0⟩ = |σ1⟩ ⊗ ⋯ ⊗ |σL⟩

Reduced Density Matrix of half system ρ1(t) = Tr2 { |ψ (t)⟩⟨ψ (t)}
Half-system entanglement entropy S1/2(t) = − Tr{ρ1(t)log ρ1(t)} ∼ log t

Results obtained with tDMRG, based on Matrix Product State — M. C. Banuls lectures!



TRANSPORT 
(cond.mat)

MEMORY 
(quantum info)

THERMALIZATION 
(stat.phys)

In MBL:In general:

Vanishing d.c dissipative 
part of conductivity 

Conserved quantities (energy, 
particles, spin) transported 
ballistically or diffusively

Local observables relax to 
stationary values that are 
independent of details of 
initial state

Local observables DO 
relax, but stationary 
values initial-state 
dependent 

Thermal equilibrium 
emerges from unitary 
dynamics

Failure of conventional 
thermodynamic 
ensembles 



[what] 

Actually, what would “equilibrium” even mean?



Breakdown of thermalization: local operators

Pal & Huse, PRB 82 (2010): 174411  

Eigenstates in the same 
energy shell are locally 
distinguishable (no ETH)



Serbyn et al, PRB 90 (2014): 174302  

Local observables do equilibrate, slowly (power-law), 
to non-thermal values.

Relaxation, though: local operators



Luitz et al, PRB 91 (2015): 081103  

Eigenstates have low, non-thermal entanglement:  
like ground states of gapped Hamiltonians

Breakdown of thermalization: entanglement



Bardarson et al, PRL 109 (2012): 017202  

Entanglement Entropy growth is unbounded, but slow  
(no ballistic). Saturates to extensive sub-thermal value. 

Dephasing, though: entanglement



[How] 

How disorder generates localization?



Can this survive in infinite lattice?

tunneling ∼ Jr(δ)
δϵ = δ ≪ 1

H = ∑
i∈Λ

ϵini + J∑
⟨i, j⟩

(c†
i cj + c†

j ci)

There will be resonances. But between nearby sites. 
At large scales tunneling typically weaker than energy splitting. 

r(δ)
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exponential 
 tails

localization length

localization  
center

ξ

 exponentially localized eigenstates→

Can this survive in infinite lattice?

H = ∑
i∈Λ

ϵini + J∑
⟨i, j⟩

(c†
i cj + c†

j ci)

There will be resonances. But between nearby sites. 
At large scales tunneling typically weaker than energy splitting. 



[why] 

Why challenging & why worth the effort?



‣ Highly-excited states, “middle of band”: no GS, no low-E 
effective (field) theories,…

‣ No structure of clean integrability: Yang-Baxter, Bethe 
Ansatz, GGE,…

‣ No equilibrium tools: replica formalism for , free-energy 

landscapes…

𝒵β

‣ Numerics at small sizes: finite size effects, statistics over 
disorder needed….

Why challenging?



Why worth? — a school-oriented selection

Quantum computing,  
quantum devices [  Schoutens]→

‣ Local quantum memory: density 
patterns (imbalance), but also 
relative phases 

‣ Can we use the  as qubits? Iα

Stabilize ordered phases  
[ Cooper, Sachdev]→

A dynamical transition [ Banuls, Sachdev]→

Δ /J

MBLdelocalized

Restore: 
diffusion, ETH in eigenstates, random matrix 
spectra, area law entanglement

‣ what drives transition? Resonances, avalanches,…
‣ are there critical exponents? 

‣ dipendence on dimension, energy? …

‣ Circumvent equilibrium no-go theorems forbidding, e.g., long-range order in 1d (Peierls “energy 
vs entropy” arguments): localize the excitations that would destroy order.

‣ Example: Random Ising chain with interactions: “spin-glass” phase in eigenstates at E=0; 
(Majorana: edge modes)

‣ Which symmetries can be protected?



Measuring quantum coherence: an example
Chiaro et al, arXiv:1910.06024

Reduced density matrix: localized vs delocalized

[Coupled superconducting qbits]



Measuring quantum coherence: an example
Chiaro et al, arXiv:1910.06024



[MBL in 5 questions] 

Summary of Part I



Suppression of transport at large scales, which implies persistent memory of initial conditions 
& failure of thermalization

What does out-of-equilibrium mean in MBL?

What would equilibrium even mean, actually?
Observables in finite subsystems relax, towards thermal Gibbs-like value. ETH. 

In MBL, relaxation towards non-thermal values

How disorder generates localization? 
Resonances are local in space, do not proliferate at asymptotically large distances. 

Battle of exponentials: energy denominators win.

How can we understand everything in a unified framework? 
MBL systems are a peculiar type of integrable system: disorder-dependent, interacting 

conserved quantities with exponentially localized norm.

Why challenging & why worth the effort?
“More robust” and “more controllable” out-of-equilibrium phase: quantum computing, 

protecting order, dynamical phase transition.


